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Welcome to the first Equinox Arts Festival  
Art Exhibition 

 
The Art Exhibition is a collection of independent stu-

dent works under the direction of Heather Siegel, Unit 

#3 art teacher, and embrace the range of art from 

painting, drawing, sculpture and photography.  The 
finest artwork and  photograph are awarded the Best 

Artwork and Best Photography Awards. 
 

This is a guide to the works presented at the Art Exhi-

bition.  It has images of the artworks and photography, 
the artist information, and the artist’s statement.  

Thank you for your interest in our developing artists. 
 

   -Equinox Arts Commission 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you. 
 

Thanks to all our NMS students that 
showed their creativity in their varied 
artworks and their willingness to do ex-
tra effort to learn and grow.  That is 
the primary goal of all of us here at 
NMS.  I know they had some qualms 
during the process, but they preserved.  
 
To the parents who supported their art-
ists during their endeavors, your sup-
port motivates them to do their best 
and us to help them achieve it. 
 
Thanks to NMS staff for their coopera-
tion and support. There is a great team 
working at NMS under the direction of 
Mr. James.  
 
  -Arts Festival General Director 



 

 

 

 

 

Artworks 

 
Monkey Time 

 
 
Briana Miller 
2013 colored pencils & 
pastels on cardstock 
 
Honorable Mention 
award 
 
 
This inspired me because monkeys are my favorite ani-

mals.  I sketched out the monkey, then used colored 

pencils and pastels to color in the artwork. 
 

I learned drawing a monkey can be a little hard, but I 
enjoyed the challenge.  This picture means a lot to me 

because of the effort I put into it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photography 

 
Nature’s Wonder 
Series 
by 
 

Ellie Hanfland   
2013 8x10” digital  
photography 
 
First Place award 
 
I had a big inspiration in the time I took my pictures.  I 

love nature in the way it is made in God’s image.  It is 
simple, pure and has meaning for me.  I care about 

how clean this world is and what people put in it. 
 

With this experience I learned to shoot pictures from 

different angles.  The way I found to shoot the best 
pictures was to take several pictures in the same angle, 

then move to the next.  You may think it would take 
longer to do it that way, but you will get the best re-

sults when shooting many pictures from one angle. 
 

The hardest part was to find what topic to choose for 

my picture. The way I worked through my problem was 
to take pictures of various subjects.  I am very satisfied 

with the way my work turned out. 
 



 

 

 

 

 

Photography 
 
 

AC 

by 
 

Keli Bell 
2012  8x10” 
digital  
photography 
 
Second Place award 
 
This is a picture of an Allis Chalmers (AC) tractor right 
before a storm in the summer of 2012.  I took it be-

cause it reminded me of when I was jogging my horse 
this summer right before a storm.  I took this because I 

have a desire to take pictures of old stuff such as the 
tractor right before the storm.  I have taken other 

storm pictures with tractors, but I think this one is the 

best of them all.  This picture makes me feel like a 
day’s work is done and I can cool of in the rain. 

 
-Keli Bell 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Artworks 

 
Deer in a Field 

 
Torie McMahon 
2013  12x18” 
drawing colored pencil on paper 
 
Honorable Mention award 
 
I live in the country  surrounded by woods where there 

are a lot of deer.  I practiced drawing the trees.  I 

learned how to make them look close up and far away.  
The deer was the hardest part.  At first it looked like a 

dog, but then I got it to look like a deer. 
 

-Torie McMahon 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Artworks 

 
Heart of an  
Angel 
 
 
Sydney Brian 
2013glitter and glue on cardstock 
 
Honorable Mention award 
 
 
The thing that inspired me to this project was my 

thinking of my grandmother and the heart is her body 
and the wings represent an angel as I think my grand-

mother to be.  The fire at the bottom represent the 
pain she felt on earth. 

 

This project means a lot to me because it tells a story 
of my grandmother and what I thought her to be.  This 

project made me think this will be a good thing to do.   
 

I love to draw and if I like to draw then I shouldn’t put 

myself down by thinking I can’t draw very good.  That 
what you should do too if you like something as a hob-

by, just do what you want to do, and think in positive 
terms like I did. 

 

- Sydney Brian 

 

 

 

 

 

Photography 
 
The Quiet Sea 
The Blue Wind 
Flower Pot 
by 
 

Marshall Hopper 
2013 8x10” digital 
photography 
 
Third Place award 
 
A pretty sea with beautiful fish in it.  I am trying to say 

that the fish are calm and relaxed. 
 

A windy day, a little chilly outside.  It is calm and quiet 

inside, outside the flag is flapping in the cold wind. 
 

This is a painting of flowers in a pot.  I am trying to say 
the flowers are whispering to each other. 

 

-Marshall Hopper 



 

 

 

 

 

Photography 
 
Battle in the Winter 

by 
 
 

Abbi Kepp 
2013  8x10” digital 
photography 
 
First Place award 
 
I was inspired to take this picture of the flag because 

of the freedom of our country and how important the 
flag is to our freedom.  I took the picture of the old 

ripped up flag for a reason.  I took it to show how 

harsh the battle was.  I took the picture in the winter 
because the winter is cold and harsh.  I was motivated 

to take this picture because I am proud of my country 
and I am glad I live here. 

 
 

-Abbi Kepp 

 

 

 

 

 

Artworks 

 
Crying Crayons 

 
Sydney Fearday 
2012 11x14  
crayons on canvas 
 
First Place Award 

Equinox Arts Festival Best Artwork 
Award 

 

I wanted to see how the melting of crayons could 

change the look of my “tear drop”. 
 

I drew my design on canvas.  I hot glued crayons into 
a design, then I used a heat gun to melt the crayons.  I 

rotated the canvas and heated small areas at a time so 
each on would run differently. 

 

I learned during my project that sometimes your first 
design doesn’t work out.  My first one was too large, 

and I had to make it fit my canvas.  I enjoyed watching 
the crayons melt and run.  I enjoy are a lot.  I lets me 

be myself.  I like to make designs and watch them turn 

into something.  I would like to design my own clothing 
someday. 

Although is shows life can be colorful, it sometimes can 
be sad. 

 

- Sydney Fearday 



 

 

 

 

 

Artworks 

 
Welcome Spring! 
 
Ellie Hanfland 
2013 acrylic paint 
and paint chips on 
cardstock collage 
 
First Place award 
 
My inspiration for my 

artwork was the season rolling around the corner, East-
er.  I had an idea to do a  

Mosaic using paint chips.   I went to Menards and a 

clerk there saw my sister with paint chips at the check-
out.  She said there are people on the internet that 

make things out of paint chips.  I hadn’t thought of 
that before. When I heard of the arts festival I decided 

to do an art project.  The fact you can do many things 

with paint chips made me think of a mosaic. 
 

I learned to paint with acrylic paint better.  My grand-
ma used to take painting classes, so she gave me tips 

on how to paint my Easter egg easier and better. 

I had trouble cutting the chips so I used a razor knife 
and it was faster and easier. 

 
I am very happy with my artwork. 

 
-Ellie Hanfland 

 

 

 

 

 

Photography 
 
Sheep Series 

by 
 

Emmalyn Walk 
20138x10” digital 
photography 
 
Third Place award 
 
 
 
Big Mama 
The inspiration for this photograph was watching Big 
Mama after the birth of her triplets; I wanted to take 

her photograph to show the nature beauty of animals.   

 
She was the mother of triplets, but now a mother of 

two who has uplifted my spirits when I was down. 
 

During this project I learned how to take action shots 

and get the best angle.  Using natural light and spacing 
in the barn, I was able to capture the true beauty of 

Big Mama.  One of the most difficult aspects of this 
photograph was getting her to relax and stand still. 

 

-Emmalynn Walk 



 

 

 

 

 

Photography 

 
Love Forever :) 

 
 
 

Emily Maroon 
2013 8x10” digital 
photography 
 
Second Place award 
 
What inspired me was 

during Valentine’s Day I saw a whole bunch of people 
were happy and having fun.  These people usually 

aren’t happy during the day or that they are always 
having a bad day.  The thing that inspired me with Val-

entines Day is that LOVE make everybody happy. 
 

There are a couple of things that I learned during this 

process.  One was that I learned to shoot pictures from 
all different angles.  Once scary part about shooting 

pictures from angles was that I shot a pic from about 
10 feet high.  It was scary! 

 

I had one problem during this process. My one problem 
was that I couldn’t figure out what angle to shoot the 

picture.  Mrs. Altman was one of my heroes.  She 
helped me find the right height. 

 

-Emily Maroon 

 

 

 

 

 

Artworks 

 
 
Loving Angel 
 
 
Haiven Rohr 
2013 14x22”  
drawing glitter and glue on paper 
 
Honorable Mention award 
 
 
I was inspired by my cousin and grandma. My grandma 
passed away and I believe she is an angel and she had 

a very very big heart.  My cousin Sam gave me the 

idea of a heart as an angel.  The materials I used were 
glitter, glue. 

 
What I loved the most was showing it to my parents 

and sprinkling the glitter.  My artwork means  a lot to 

me because it reminds me of the things I love.  I also 
think it can open more doors and goals for me. 

 
-Haiven Rohr 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Artworks 

 
Heritage of the 
Neoga Indians 

 
 
Emma Reese 
2013 painted clay 
sculpture 
 
Third Place award 
 
I go to Neoga Middle School and I was thinking what I 

was going to do, and I thought why do something 
about the Neoga Indians. 

 
I modeled clay and painted it, and used arrowheads 

and feathers.  I enjoyed most modeling the face. 
 

I learned that if I keep doing art I may teach or help 

people make art.  My project means a lot to me. 
 

 
-Emma Reese 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photography 

 
Girl Day 
 
 
Brooklyn Matusas 
2013  8x10” digital 
photography 
 
Honorable Mention 
award 
 
 

Me and Haiven were thinking what we should do for a 

photograph and it came to us that girls all need to 
have their day.  So we got a group of girls and told 

them to act like they are doing girls stuff.  We were 
trying to point out girls love what they do and every 

girl needs their day. 

 
-Brooklyn Matusas 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 
 

Photography 

 
Portrait Series 
Carmon 
Emma 
 
Kenli Sherwood 
2013  8x10” digital 
photography 
 
Second Place award 
 
 
 
 
I was trying to show different expressions. 

 

-Kenli Sherwood 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Artworks 

 
 
Coppper Wire 
Scorpion 

 
Brayden Dow 
2013 Copper wire sculpture 
 
First Place award 
 
I was looking at pictures of art on my computer when I 

saw a copper scorpion.  It looked like something I 
could make and would look nice displayed.  In order to 

make it, I twisted and shaped copper with pliers and 
wire cutters.  I also used solder to hold the copper wire 

in place.  I learned that twisting and straightening cop-

per wire is difficult.  In order to work through this chal-
lenge I used a vice to hold the copper wire while I 

pulled on it to straighten it.  I enjoyed working with the 
wire to make the base of the scorpion the most.  I like 

how the twisted wire turned out and it looks great. 
 

-Brayden Dow 



 

 

 

 

 

Artworks 

 
 
Dream Scape 

 
 
Mya Garcia 
2013 wire & cloth 
painted sculpture 
 
First Place award 
 
 
My sculpture is called Dream Scape.  I named it that 
because a dream has imagination and a lot of color.  I 

was inspired by making this when I was watching TV.  
I wanted to make something different.  I wanted to 

make it creative.  I took a wire hanger and bent it into 

a shape and covered it with a legging, then painted it. 
 

I learned that it takes time and it is very hard, but you 
just have to keep trying. My artwork means a lot to me 

because I put a lot of effort into it.  My favorite part 

was the splatter paint.  After I was done it looked like a 
gum ball machine.  I love my art. 

 
-Mya Garcia 

 

 

 

 

 

Photography 

 
I Like Nature 
Series 
 
Jordan Herschberger 
2013 8x10” digital 
photography 
 
Second Place award 
 
 
 
 
 
We need to take care of nature. 
 

-Jordan Herschberger 



 

 

 

 

 

Photography 

 
The Love!! 
 
Sydney Brian 
2013 8x10” digital 
photography 
 
Second place award 
 
What inspired me to do this project is that you can love 

different people in different ways and not just love one 

person more than one other person.  I also saw people 
saying I love you to the same person over and over, 

then there was one person they didn’t say it to so the 
felt left out. 

 
I learned how to take pictures from different angles 

and to put the people in different spots.  Also I learned 

how to crop things out of the picture and how to make 
different things different colors. 

 
The hardest thing that I faced was that I didn’t know 

what I was going to to take a picture of, so I was 

thinking Valentine’s Day and about love and how eve-
rybody was happy and having fun! 

 
-Sydney Brian 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Artworks 

 
 
A Sunny Day 
 
 
Kylee Phillips 
2013 8x10” paint 
on stock 
 
Honorable Mention award 
 
While I was watching my mom water her roses from 

Valentine’s Day I knew that is what I should paint.  
When I made my painting I learned that I actually liked 

to paint.  While painting I enjoyed all the pretty flow-
ers.  My art work is very important to me because I 

want to be an artist someday. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Artworks 

 
Spring Pond 
 
Michelle Doty 
2013 origami and 
craft art 
 
Second Place award 
 
What inspired me to create the Spring Pond was be-
cause spring is coming up.  I like making origami fig-

ures.  Spring is when birds sing and new colors appear. 
 

It was difficult to make origami frogs out of construc-
tion paper.  The origami frogs, cattails and tree made 

the artwork 3D. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photography 

 
Girls Day 
 
Haiven Rohr 
2013 8x10” digital 
photography 
 
Third place award 
 
 
 
Me and Brooklyn were thinking what we should do for 

a photograph and it came to us that girls all need to 

have their day.  So we got a group of girls and told 
them to act like they are doing girls stuff.  We were 

trying to point out girls love what they do and every 
girl needs their day. 

 

- Haiven Rohr 



 

 

 

 

 

Photography 

 
Crystal Skull  
Series 
Blue Skull 
Yellow Skull 
Gray Skull 
 
Riley Bridgman 
2013  8x10”  digital photography 

 
First Place award   

Equinox Arts Festival 
Best Photography Award 

 
 

My pictures are of a 3D puzzle skull.  I got my inspira-
tion from my cousin’s skull.  I am trying to say that 

anything is or can be artwork. 

 
-Riley Bridgman 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Artworks 

 
Death Bomber! 
 
Logan Dow 
2013 papier mache 
sculpture 
 
Second Place award 
 
My great grandpa was in World War II which inspired 

me to make the B52 Stealth bomber.  First, I found a 

picture of it to look off of.  Second, I layered paper 
mache to make the body of the bomber.  Each layer 

took about 3 days to dry and I made 6 layers.  When it 
was dry I used black spray paint to paint it, and used 

acrylic colors to make the finishing touches.   

 
It is much harder than you think to make good art.  

The biggest challenge was making the layers smooth 
and straight, and this is why I let it dry between layers.  

But it still had a wavy appearance.  The next challenge 
was trying to make the cockpit.  I used wire to make 

the outline of the cockpit and then layered the paper 

mache over it.  It seemed to work well and I enjoyed 
the painting of my project the most. 

 
-Logan Dow 



 

 

 

 

 

Artworks 

 
Cross 

 
 
Harrison Spraker 
2013 paper sculpture 
  
Honorable Mention 
award 
 
 

My church has a play called I Am He and it’s about Je-
sus dying on the cross of our sins. It is why I made the 

cross. 
 

I learned how to make boxes a long time ago and the 

cross is leaning over but I got it stay up. 
 

It was hard putting the boxes up and the sides togeth-
er to make it balance that was the hardest part of the 

project.  The spray painting was fun and I got paint on 

myself too. 

 
-Harrison Spaker 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Photography 

 
Nature at Its 
Best Series 
 
Twig 
Robin 

 
Sean Schisler 
2013 8x10” digital photography 

 
Second place award 
 
I was trying to make people see the beauty in robins. 
 

-Sean Schisler 



 

 

 

 

 

Artworks 

 
Who is  
Watching You?! 
 
Brooke Rupel 
2013 8.5x11”  
acrylic on  
cardstock 
 
Second Place award 
 
The inspiration for my owl came from the side of a 

church pew.  I was drawing lots of pictures after 
church for the Equinox Arts Festival but nothing looked 

very good.  Then I saw the swirly designs on the side 
of a pew, and it made me think of owl’s eyes.  I love to 

draw and paint.  But sometimes painting is a little diffi-
cult because you have to wait for each color to com-

pletely dry before moving on to the next one.  So it can 

be a long process.  But I love being creative and using 
my imagination.  It’s fun to see what my final project 

looks like. 
 

-Brooke Rupel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Artworks 

 
untitled 
 
 
 
Angel Hasten 
2013  8x10 pastels on paper 
 
Third Place award 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Artworks 

 
Northern Lights 
in Antarctica! 
 
 
Dalton Potter 
2013 1’5”x1’11”watercolor, pastels & crayon 
on paper 
 
Second Place award 
 
I have always wanted to see the Northern Lights so I 

looked at pictures of it and copied them the best I 
could.  I made my artwork with watercolors, pastels 

and crayons.  I blended the pastels with a lighter ver-
sion of the color with the darker version.  What I 

learned is how to make a lighter color of black.  The 
challenge was making the wing on the penguin visible 

so I made a darker black outline around the wind to 

make it visible.  I liked making the penguin because it 
was more of a challenge. 

 
The artwork tells a story of a cold Antarctic dawn when 

a penguin is lost and searching for food under the ice.  

All the sudden it see the Northern Lights and stops 
what it is doing to watch its beauty. 

 
-Dalton Potter 

 

 

 

 

 

Artworks 

 
Fall’s Day 

 
Katherine Baker 
2013  12x18” colored pencil on paper 
 
Second Place award 
 
 
I was walking around my house, watching everything 

go by, when I saw this image out the window and I 
thought why not draw it.  When I started to make it, I 

thought colored pencil would fit this tone because they 

are easy to blend and have a nice texture.  One of my 
most difficult challenges was to find a color for the sky 

that would fit with the rest of my artwork.  So what I 
did was I kept all of the neutrals I used for the trees.  I 

found a blue then used it for the sky.  This art piece is 

important to me because I’ve been surrounded by wild-
life my whole life. 

 
-Katherine Baker 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Artworks 

 
Cherries 

 
 
Lydia Gentry 
2013 8x10” paper 
collage 
 
Third place award 
 
The inspiration for my artwork was my Boppy 

(grandpa).  He loved cherries.  We were very close.  
When he died I was sad.  Now anytime I see cherries I 

think of Boppy. 
 

I used paper, glue, scissors, a lid, and brown marker. 

 
My favorite part of this artwork is the cherries. I love 

cherries thanks to my wonderful grandpa. 
 

-Katherine Baker 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Artworks 

 
Sunny Day 

 
Delanie Romack 
2013 8.5x11”  
watercolor and crayon on paper. 
 
Third place award. 
 
My inspiration for this project was from seeing the sun 

and the big hills along with the beautiful pond at my 

grandmother’s old house. 
 

For this project I mostly used watercolors and crayon.  
The technique I used the most was blending. 

 

-Delanie Romack 

 


